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Love, courtship and romance are universal as are precious jewels
expressing deep affection for a loved one and the commitment of
togetherness for eternity. Wedding traditions have evolved over
thousands of years and are based on blessing the couple with good
luck, good wishes of unity, happiness and prosperity.
The most personal of all jewels, the ring with its never-ending circular
form has symbolised the union of two people over centuries. In
marriage often worn on the ring finger of the left hand it was believed
to have a direct link to the heart. The tradition of giving a betrothal or
wedding ring, as a promise of marriage, goes back to Ancient Rome.
In Western Europe it was not until the 15th century that the diamond
became a gemstone associated with marriage. Rubies or garnets were
emblems of passionate love, diamonds or rock crystals, symbolised
virtue and constancy, and emeralds hope. Clasped hands, lovers’ knots,
crowned hearts, cupid’s arrows and flowers with hidden messages,
snakes and butterflies caught the imagination of the jewellers to create
magnificent jewels as symbols of romantic love.
Based in England, Beatriz Chadour Sampson is an international
jewellery historian and lecturer. Her publications range from Antiquity
to the present day, these include her doctoral thesis on the Italian
goldsmith Antonio Gentili da Faenza (1980); the jewellery collection
of the Museum für Angewandte Kunst, Cologne (1985) and 2000
Finger Rings from the Alice and Louis Koch Collection, Switzerland
(1994) of which she continues to be curator for the Swiss National
Museum, Zurich. She was consultant curator in the re-designing of
the William and Judith Bollinger Jewellery Gallery at the Victoria &
Albert Museum, London and guest curator of the ‘Pearls’ exhibitions
(catalogue: 978-1-851777-55-6).
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Xu Bin Jueyi is from Nantong in
Jiangsu. He has had a passion for
art from childhood, and spent many
years travelling the world to wellknown mountains and rivers, taking
nature as his teacher, and responding
to nature. He has created a large
number of sculptures, paintings and
photographs.

ABIDING B U DDHA

Fabergé

His Masters and Artisans
Representative sculptural works
include: the I Ching series (Heaven
and Earth Tai Hexagram), the Tibet
series (Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau and
Pilgrims), Buddhas (Considering the
Fracture series). He blends Chinese
and Western cultures to create his
own unique artistic style.

Ulla Tillander-Godenhielm

Unicorn Publishing Group
101 Wardour Street,
London W1F 0UG

www.unicornpublishing.org

Head workmaster

Henrik Wigström

O

n the death of Mikhail Perkhin in 1903, Henrik Wigström became
Fabergé’s head workmaster, and he retained this role until the
company was wound up in 1917. Prior to 1903, for nearly two decades, Wigström had been Perkhin’s chief assistant and right-hand
man. During his fourteen years as head workmaster, Wigström
was responsible for the most demanding segment of the House
of Fabergé’s production. Altogether twenty of the fifty Imperial
Easter eggs were made under his direction. It was on Wigström’s watch that the company enjoyed some of its greatest triumphs. The name of Fabergé was by this time well-known and
hugely respected, and the company’s luxury gift items were popular almost all over the world.

•

Henrik Wigström was born in the Finnish coastal town of Tammisaari1 on October 2nd,
1862. His father August Wig, later Wigström, had the good fortune to be taken up as a
bonded fisherman by the Mayor of Tammisaari. Being the mayor’s fisherman did not pay
well, and consequently August took part-time work as a housepainter and member of the
town’s night watch. The poor wages were compensated somewhat by being employed by
the most influential figure in the town, and when the position of parish sexton became
vacant in 1853, August Wigström got the job. The new sexton had been in the post only a year
or two when he was widowed, with two young daughters to care for.
So as to be able to work to make ends meet, August had to find a new bride. A year on
from the death of his first wife, August married again, to Wendla Forsman (1824-1910). The
Forsmans had a long history of work in handcrafts, and for several generations had been
blacksmiths in the Billnäs area, close to Karjaa. This union produced four more children:
Wendla Victoria (1860), the future master goldsmith Henrik Immanuel (1862), August Emil
(1864), and Ernst Wilhelm (1868).
1 Ekenäs in Swedish, which was and still is the dominant local tongue of the town.

A column-form desk clock, in vari-coloured gold, pearls, marble, enamel.
Fabergé, Henrik Wigström, St Petersburg, c. 1900. Height 21cm.
The clock movement bears the signature of H. Moser & Cie., No. 25479.
Private collection. Photo: Wartski, London.
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Niin sanottu suolatuoli. Kultaa,
rubiineja, timantteja ja emalia. Ludvig
XVI -tyylisen tuolin selkänoja ja istuin
on koristettu emalimaalauksin niin,
että ne muistuttavat hienoa brokadia.
Fabergé, ei mestarinleimaa. Pietari,
noin vuodelta 1900.
The India Early Minshall Collection
Cleveland Museum of Art, Cleveland, Ohio

Ludvig XVI -tyylisen suolatuolin
luonnos Henrik Wigströmin albumista.
Yksiyiskokoelma

Nesessääri. Monivärikultaa,
kullattua hopeaa ja emalia. Fabergé,
Henrik Wigström, Pietari, 1908–17.
Leveys 12 cm. Ristausnumero 22549.
Alkuperäisen omistajan monogrammi
JA. Luonnos nesessääristä löytyy
Henrik Wigströmin albumista.

A vari-coloured gold and silver gilt necessaire,
with guilloché enamelling and rose-cut
diamonds. Fabergé, Henrik Wigström,
St Petersburg, c. 1910. Length 10 cm.

Sotheby’s

Courtesy of The McFerrin Collection

A small bonbonnière fashioned in the
shape of a doge’s cap (corno ducale), in
yellow enamelled gold, with rubies,
emeralds, diamonds, and seed pearls.
Fabergé, St Petersburg, 1899-1908.
Inventory No. 6659. Height 3.6 cm.
Courtesy of The Woolf Family Collection

A circular “cushion form” gold and
translucent rose enamel bell-push by
Wigström in Rococo style,
uncharacteristic for the master
goldsmith. The push button is a
moonstone. Fabergé, Henrik Wigström,
St Petersburg, 1908-17. French import
marks. Diameter 5 cm.

A pill-box in the shape of a doge’s cap,
with a translucent oyster enamel,
engraved, and with gold bands set with
rose-cut diamonds, sapphires, seed
pearls, emeralds, and square-cut rubies.
Fabergé, Henrik Wigström, St Petersburg,
c. 1908. Inventory No. 15741. London
import marks from 1908. Height 3.5 cm.

Sotheby’s

Sotheby’s

Empirenojatuolin muotoinen
makeisrasia. Kultaa, emalia. Fabergé,
Henrik Wigström, Pietari, 1911.
Korkeus 4,8 cm.
Kuva Larry Stein / The FORBES Collection ©, New York

Empirenojatuolin luonnos
Henrik Wigströmin albumista.
Yksityiskokoelma
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dgings, food, and clothing on his back. Aside from this, the master
ensure that the apprentice would register with some local congregaould attend Sunday School, and would in time be confirmed. These
ary regulations had been gradually introduced after decades of lessesirable experiences among the Finnish children who had settled in
rsburg. Until a semblance of order had been brought to this aspect of
gration eastwards, vicars and other clergymen in Finland and Sweden
ad protested about the worrying traffic in minors to St Petersburg. A
many of the stories had ended tragically. Underage and inexperienced
ho sought work in Petersburg as maidservants (the term used in the
uld easily find themselves as working girls of another sort, in the city’s
ls. Young lads turning up without an apprenticeship position could
be coerced into doing hard labour in factories – for many teenagers
a short and brutal career-path. The clergy were also constantly comg that many young boys and girls were not showing up to Sunday
and hence they received no written or oral learning whatsoever.

The leap into the unknown

ing to the stories passed down in the family, the youngster Henrik had
s about his great leap into the unknown. As did most in his home town,
ke Swedish as his mother tongue, but that was the limit of his language
He was innocent enough to believe that even if the language of Russia
ssian, the Russians nevertheless “thought in Swedish”. The family still
that Henrik’s luggage for the journey consisted of not more than a
imple wooden valise of 12 x 16 inches, containing a spare shirt, a pair of
s, and two markka in Finnish money.
Henrik’s daughter Lyyli Wigström recalled often having heard her father
how the early years in Petersburg were no bed of roses. The work of a
ith’s apprentice was hard, the days were long, and the metropolis, the
ge, and the entire milieu felt strange. An apprentice’s tasks included
ng up in the workshop, cleaning the tools of the trade, running errands,
nerally being at the beck and call of the master. There were times
he lad was so exhausted he was close to falling asleep leaning on his

Henrik was nevertheless fortunate in spending his first years in the
of a Finnish master, where the working practices were not completely
liar relative to things back home. It was also undoubtedly a relief for
ung man that the goldsmith’s wife was also Finnish. Workshops in
days were closely connected with the private quarters of the master
, so the spouse would have had a significant role as a mother-figure for
ung apprentices. Admittedly, much of the long working day was spent
beside the master goldsmith at the workbench, which is where the
gradually acquired the skills of the trade.
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The young master goldsmith
Henrik Wigström.
Wigström family album

Henrik Wigström at around 16 years,
as a journeyman goldsmith.
Wigström family album

Ida and Henrik Wigström shortly after
their marriage, in St Petersburg, 1884.
Wigström family album

Henrik Wilhelm (Boy) Wigström,
his father’s assistant and the future
master goldsmith.
Wigström family album

The Wigström children. From left to
right: Yrjö, Henrik Wilhelm (Boy), Hellin,
and Lyyli. The children grew up living
next to their father’s studio, and both
Lyyli and Henrik joined the family firm.
Wigström family album
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During the nine years that Henrik Wigström was with Elfström, he
developed into a gifted goldsmith, taking his journeyman’s papers and
thereafter preparing for his master’s examination. By this stage, the need
arose to find work that was more in keeping with his skills and with a better
A desk clock in gold,
salary, for the young journeyman had encountered his destiny, in thenephrite,
shape diamonds, seed
pearls,
of 18-year-old Ida Johanna Turunen (1866-1911) from Kuopio. Ida
hadand
leftenamel. Fabergé,
Finland for St Petersburg four years earlier, in search of work as a nanny. ItHenrik Wigström,
St Petersburg, 1908-17.
is possible she arrived on a vessel owned by her father, Pietari Turunen,
whoNo. 18008. Height
Inventory
15.3
cm. ThetoRoman numerals
was the skipper of a boat hauling cargo on the lake waterways from
Kuopio
XXV indicate this was a 25th
Petersburg.
anniversary gift.
The banns were read out for the future bride and groom in the
Finnish
Courtesy
of The Mcferrin Collection
Lutheran congregation of St Mary’s in Petersburg, where the two of them had
first met and where they were eventually married in October 1884.
Ida and Henrik had four children: Anna Lyyli (b. 1885), Hellin Maria
(b.1888), Henrik Wilhelm (b. 1889), and Yrjö (b. 1891). Of this quartet, the
daughter Lyyli and son Henrik worked in their father’s workshop after they
finished their schooling.
In 1884, Henrik Wigström got to know an important person in his life:
master goldsmith Mikhail Evlampievich Perkhin. The two men were almost of
an age – Perkhin was the older by barely two years. Perkhin saw in Wigström
both an adept worker and a kindred spirit, and he offered him a position in his
newly-established workshop. The pair worked side by side for all of nineteen
years. Quite apart from the strong professional bond that emerged, the two
families became close: Mikhail Perkhin and his wife Tatiana Vladimirovna
were godparents to the Wigström children.

A gold and enamel bonbonnière. Fabergé, Henrik
Wigström, St Petersburg, 1913. Inventory No. 24307.
Diameter 4.5 cm. London import marks. The drawing
for this particular item is found in the first album of
Henrik Wigström sketches under the production
number 13279.
The Fabergé Museum, St Petersburg

Henrik Wigström becomes
Fabergé’s head workmaster
On the death of Perkhin, ownership of the workshop passed to Wigström, with
no money changing hands. It is not clear precisely how this all occurred, but
we do know that Wigström had no need to go into debt to get into the driving
seat. The matter was discussed extensively among Wigström’s professional colleagues, perhaps with just a dash of envy surfacing here and there. From the perspective of the House of Fabergé, there was no other solution in sight – Henrik
Wigström was the right individual to take over the reins at the workshop and
to become the head workmaster. We can also be quite sure that Perkhin’s descendants were not left high and dry. Undoubtedly, they were compensated for
the loss without Fabergé making any great song and dance about it.
Henrik Wigström was 41 when he stepped into the head workmaster’s
shoes. It goes without saying that this brought a host of changes to his life
and that of his family. The family moved into the Fabergé office complex, to
the apartment set aside for the head workmaster. The residence faced the
workshop wing of the building across the courtyard, but from the kitchen door
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A matchbox in gold, moss agate, and
diamonds. Fabergé, Henrik Wigström,
St Petersburg, 1899-1908. Length 8.7 cm.
Sotheby’s

A cigarette case in gold, silver gilt,
diamonds, and enamel. Fabergé,
Henrik Wigström, St Petersburg, 1908-17.
Inventory No. 21724. Length 9 cm.
London import marks.
Sotheby’s
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A matchbox in silver gilt and enamel.
Fabergé, Henrik Wigström,
St Petersburg, early 20th century.
Length 5.4 cm.
Sotheby’s
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The Sculpture of Tranquility

Hardback, Dust Jacket with French Folds
272 pp
Portait | 270 mm x 230 mm | 9 x 10.6 in
BIC Code: WCP, WCR, AFKG, AC, HB
c.50,000 words
330 colour images
978-1-911604-20-4
RRP £30.00
May 2018

A BOUT TH E BO OK

XU BIN
JUEYI

AB OUT THE ARTI ST

ABIDING
BUDDHA
The Sculpture of Tranquility

Xu Bin Jueyi’s sculptural works
break with nearly a hundred years
of stasis for Buddha making. Using
contemporary sculptural art; metal,
resin and wood they reshape the
aesthetic for Buddha compassion and
art. Through study and sketching
of Tibetan natural scenery and folk
customs, the artist has gained an
indepth understanding of the supreme
place of religion in Tibetan life. The
purity and serenity of this belief
inspired the artist’s creative impulse.

Abiding Buddha

The Sculpture of Tranquillity

The sculptures represent the best
combination of contemporary ideas
and traditional culture with the
utmost contemporaneity. Simple and
clear, they display a minimalism, and
sparse freeh and feeling.

Xu Bin Jueyi
Introduction by Edward Lucie-Smith
Hardback with Dust Jacket
128 pp
Portrait | 270 x 225 mm | 9 x 10.5 in
BIC Code: A, AGB
c. 10,000 words
Colour images throughout
978-1-911604-34-1
RRP £25.00
June 2018

The Unicorn Chinese Artists
series is a stunning new
collection of monographs
that showcase leading
contemporary Chinese artists to an
international audience.

XU BIN JUEYI
INTRODUCTION BY
E D WA R D L U C I E S M I T H

Inspired by Unicorn’s successful Art
Solos series for exhibiting British and
American artists, this project is in
partnership with Intron International
Cultural Development and supported by
the China National Publications Import
& Export Corporation (CNPIEC), Jiangxi
Fine Art Publishing House, Shandong
Fine Art Publishing House, and Beijing
Song Ya Feng Publishing House.

Rights available: All Languages (excluding Finnish)

Rights available: All Languages, excluding English and Chinese

Carl Fabergé (1846-1920), jeweller to the Russian Imperial Court,
enjoys iconic stature in the history of the goldsmiths’ art. His life’s
work is still celebrated today, a century after the forced closure of
his company in St Petersburg, capital of the then crumbling Russian
Empire. Wherever Fabergé’s works are shown, whether at exhibitions
or in salerooms, they delight and inspire.

Xu Bin Jueyi’s sculptural works break with nearly a hundred years of
stasis for Buddha making. Using contemporary sculptural art; metal,
resin and wood they reshape the aesthetic for Buddha compassion
and art. Through study and sketching of Tibetan natural scenery and
folk customs, the artist has gained an indepth understanding of the
supreme place of religion in Tibetan life. The purity and serenity of this
belief inspired the artist’s creative impulse.

However no man is an island. Without a host of creative talents
behind the scenes – designers, master goldsmiths and silversmiths –
Carl Fabergé’s business could not have flourished.
Fabergé His Masters and Artisans lifts these craftsmen into the
limelight; craftsmen who not only deserve our closer attention, but
the captivating stories of their lives and careers add appreciably to
what is known of the working processes at Fabergé. Featured here
are names – familiar from the maker’s marks on countless Fabergé
treasures – of men such as Erik Kollin, August Holmström, Henrik
Wigström, Viktor Aarne, Gabriel Nykänen, and many others. The
book also explores jewellery manufacturing methods, touches on the
company’s well-known and influential customers, as well as, of course,
showcasing Fabergé’s very recognisable style and creativity. It contains
much new information, including reminiscences, letters, and personal
photographs alongside detailed images of Fabergé works.
Ulla Tillander-Godenhielm Ph.D., is the great-granddaughter of St.
Petersburg goldsmith Alexander Tillander, a supplier to the Russian
imperial court. She has been researching the oeuvre of the Russian
jewellers for many years and her doctoral dissertation was on the
award system of imperial Russia. She is a lecturer and consultant for
art exhibitions and has written several art publications and books,
including Jewels of Imperial St Petersburg published by Unicorn in 2013.
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The sculptures represent the best combination of contemporary ideas
and traditional culture with the utmost contemporaneity. Simple and
clear, they display a minimalism, and sparse freehand feeling.
Xu Bin Jueyi is from Nantong in Jiangsu. He has had a passion for art
from childhood, and spent many years travelling the world to wellknown mountains and rivers, learning from and responding to nature.
He has created a large number of sculptures, paintings and photographs.
Representative sculptural works include: the I Ching series (Heaven and
Earth Tai Hexagram), the Tibet series (Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau and
Pilgrims), Buddhas (Considering the Fracture series). He blends Chinese
and Western cultures to create his own unique artistic style.
Edward Lucie-Smith is generally regarded as one of the most prolific
and widely published writers on art. A number of his art books, among
them Movements in Art since 1945, Visual Arts of the 20th Century,
A Dictionary of Art Terms and Art Today are used as standard texts
throughout the world.
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Divine Conception

Father

Father

Portraits by
40 Great artists

The Art of the Annunciation

Portraits by Forty Great Artists

Sarah Drummond

Juliet Heslewood

Hardback, Quarterbound
176 pp
Portait | 240 mm x 196 mm | 8 x 9.5 in
BIC Code: AGR, A, ABA
40,000 words
120 colour images
978-1-911604-11-2
RRP £25.00
March 2018

Hardback
96 pp
Portait | 200 mm x 148 mm | 7.8 x 5.8 in
BIC Code: WZG, A, AB,AC
14,000 words
40 colour images
978-1-911604-35-8
RRP £18.00
Autumn 2018

Juliet Heslewood

Rights available: All Languages

Rights available: All Languages

Divine Conception: The Art of the Annunciation asks the questions:
How to evoke the invisible in the visible? How to convey the divine in
the human?

Portraits have been painted for centuries, and for many different
reasons. Fathers, as subjects of their own children’s portraits deserve
a closer look. The evolution of such a picture begins with a unique
and intimate relationship. Looking at each work and considering its
individual history can tell us much about this relationship, about the
artist, and also about the time and place in which it was created.

Focussing on twelve specific aspects of the Annunciation (for
instance, where Mary is reading, or where Joseph is present at the
event), the book explores images (paintings, illuminated manuscripts,
ivories, mosaics, sculpture, wall paintings, metal work) in the
context of the period when they were made. Each chapter reflects
on contemporaneous treatises, sermons, patron’s requirements,
devotional practices, artistic conventions, theological concerns, that
informed the artist and his audience.
The works of art discussed relate to the Latin West from the earliest
times, with a cut-off date towards the middle of the 16th century.
Sarah Drummond studied art history in Paris followed by
postgraduate studies at the Courtauld, SOAS and Birkbeck (MA in
Renaissance Studies). Her professional background is in journalism,
mainly as a freelance features writer. Her interest in the subject of the
Annunciation goes back many decades, and during the gestation of
this work she has visited museums, galleries and churches all over
Europe and North America. She has observed first-hand the vast
majority of the works illustrated in the book, many of which can be
studied in their original settings.
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The portraits chosen for this book by Juliet Heslewood, art historian
and writer, are shown chronologically, and the changing nature of
the subject can be seen as time rolls forward over centuries to the
present day. From Rembrandt, Ingres and Manet to Picasso, Munch
and Dix, over forty portraits make up this collection of artists’ fathers.
A delicious combination of biographical anecdote and art history, it is
also an elegant celebration of the powerful relationships between sons,
daughters and their fathers.
Juliet Heslewood studied the History of Art at London University and
later gained an MA in English Literature at Toulouse. For over twentyfive years she lived in France where she devised and led study tours
on art and architecture as well as continuing her writing career. Her
books include The History of Western Painting for young people which
was translated into twelve languages. She also wrote its companion on
sculpture and Introducing Picasso. She has published collections of
world folk-tales. Juliet now lives in Oxfordshire where she continues to
write on both art and folklore and is a freelance lecturer in the History
of Art.
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THE FACE OF WAR

PORTRAITS OF

PORTRAITS OF

The American Revolution

Urban Cars

Portraits of the
American Revolution

The American
Revolution
Angus Haldane

Brooklyn

Angus Haldane

Douglas Ljungkvist
Hardback
128 pp
Landscape | 200 mm x 240 mm | 9.45 x 7.9 in
BIC Code: AJ, AGB, WZG
2,500 words
100 colour images
978-1-911604-31-0
RRP £20.00
Autumn 2018

B R O O K LY N

Angus Haldane

Hardback
144 pp
Portrait | 297 mm x 235 mm | 9.25 x 11.7 in
BIC Code: AC, AGHF, A, HBWF
15,000 words
50 colour images
RRP £25.00
Autumn 2018

D OUG L AS L J UNG KV IST

Rights available: All Languages

Rights available: All Languages

THE FACE OF WAR

PORTRAITS OF

The American Revolution
Angus Haldane

PORTRAITS OF

The American
Revolution
Angus Haldane

Alternative cover design

Already available:
Portraits of the
English Civil Wars
978-1-910787-38-0
PB/F £25.00

This book provides insight and perspective about the lives, vanities
and relationships of those who fought in the American Revolutionary
War (1775–1783) through the filter of portraiture, much of it painted
as conflict raged. Eighty-five characters are featured here, which
include: Thomas Jefferson, George Washington, Benjamin Franklin,
Alexander Hamilton, James Madison, John Jay, John Adams, Paul
Revere, Molly Pitcher, Ethan Allen, Abraham Woodhull, John Stevens,
John Dickinson, Crispus Attucks, Aaron Burr, James Monroe, Francis
Hopkinson, Charles Carroll, Martha Washington, Roger Sherman,
Anthony Wayne, Benjamin Rush, John Howe, Joseph Galloway, David
Matthews, Peggy Shippen, Chief Cornplanter, Polly Cooper, William
Howe, George Grenville, Willliam Pitt the Elder John Montagu,
Charles Cornwallis, Louis XVI, Marquis de La Fayette, Charles Gravier,
Jean-Baptiste Donatien de Vimeur, François Joseph Paul de Grasse,
Luc Urbain de Bouexic, and Charles-Henri-Louis d’Arsac, chevalier de
Ternay. Lavishly illustrated, many of these portraits will not have been
seen before.
Angus Haldane is Director of Haldane Fine Art, an art dealership
and consultancy. He is also an independent curator and art historian.
Angus studied Classics at Oxford University. After Oxford, Angus
graduated from the Courtauld Institute with an MA in Byzantine and
Early Renaissance art. He worked for many years as a senior specialist
in paintings at Christie’s and Sotheby’s, where he gained considerable
experience researching, attributing, and valuing pictures. He has
catalogued museum collections, in particular The Cromwell Museum
in Huntingdon, and provides consultancy to some of London’s leading
Art Advisors. Angus has appeared as an art commentator on the BBC
and CNN and speaks French, Italian and Russian.
This title follows the success of Portraits of English Civil Wars by Angus
Haldane, published in 2017.
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Jeep Cherokee

Since 2007 Douglas Ljungkvist has been photographing vintage cars,
mostly in Brooklyn’s urban and industrial landscapes. The work has
matured into a cohesive typology ready for publication. The project is
a study of form, design, and beauty documenting cars mostly between
the 1960s and late 1970s. The cars are photographed similar to formal
portraits, in profile and isolated from people and other cars. The visual
relationship between the cars and their environment is more important
than the brand, model, production year, or engine size. The process
is similar to a nature photographer looking for exotic animals to
photograph in the wild. It’s a bit like looking for a needle in a haystack.
Whether on his scooter or on foot Ljungkvist has perfected a one second
glance down a block looking for unusual shapes or colors to identify
something to add to the collection. Ljungkvist even followed a few of
them on his scooter until they parked and the owner walked away.

Ford Mustang

Chevrolet Truck

Ford GTO

Chevrolet Ranchero

Lincoln Town Car

American cars of this era are still popular for their (masculine) aesthetics
and raw power. They were built with individual expression in mind,
to be seen and heard, at a time when everything was big and bold. As
mechanical cars they are fairly easy to maintain and tinker with for
hobbyists. The European cars in the collection reflect longevity and
craftsmanship, attributes that are rare in today’s modern and generically
designed cars. The work is also a celebration of 1970’s vernacular color
photography and the freedom, expression, and adventure that the
automobile represented in American popular culture at a time when
people didn’t worry about the price of gasoline. The project catalogue
includes more than 750 cars.
Douglas Ljungkvist is a Brooklyn based photographer originally from
Sweden. Most of his personal work explores vernacular beauty. The
process is intuitive and Ljungkvist is emotionally drawn to scenes that
are urban, graphic, colorful, and quiet. Mood and atmosphere are
important aspects in much of his work with strong subtexts of time,
identity, and memory. Formally, Ljungkvist is interested in the study of
color, geometric shapes, and space.
7

New York
Map of Days
Mychael Barratt

Inspirational Quotes from
the Creative World

Hardback
384 pp
Portrait | 177 mm x 127 mm | 5 x 7 in
BIC Code: A, AB, WZG, 1KBBEY
c. 15,000 words
Colour images throughout
RRP £20.00
Autumn 2018

Hardback, ribbon marker and pearlised cover design
One colour throughout
350 pp
Portrait | 177 mm x 127 mm | 5 x 7 in
BIC Code: A, AB, WZG
c. 15,000 words
978-1-910787-73-1
RRP £12.00
Autumn 2018

Rights available: All Languages

Rights available: All Languages

The brainchild of Canadian-born, London-based artist, Mychael
Barratt, New York Map of Days, is a miscellany of fact and fiction
arranged around the events and characters of the United States’ most
iconic and populous city.
Based upon an original and very limited eight-plate etching by
Mychael, the book features 366 date specific references to events or
people throughout New York’s history. The book also contains a full
colour fold-out reproduction of the print.

Highlights include:
• 6th February 1935 – The Monopoly board game is
invented by Charles Darrow
• 27th February 1860 – Abraham Lincoln delivers
his famous Cooper Union speech.
• 8th March 1971 – Fight of the Century between
Frazier and Ali (Frazier wins in 15)

Grit in the Oyster

By tweeting a detail from the etching and its story on a daily basis from
January 2017, Mychael’s work is gaining an international following for
his lighthearted look at The Big Apple’s fascinating history.
Mychael Barratt was born in Toronto, Canada and has been living and
working in London, UK since 1984. He studied at Central St Martin’s
College of Art and in 2013 was elected President of the Royal Society
of Painter-Printmakers.
This follows the success of Mychael’s London Map of Days, published in
September 2017 and The Master’s Muse – Artist’s Cats and Dogs (2016).

“If I create from the heart,
nearly everything works; if from
the head almost nothing”
— Marc Chagall

“The mind is not a vessel to be filled,
but a fire to be ignited.”
— Plutarch

“If you ever feel like murdering
someone you should paint a picture
instead. Far less trouble in the end.”

Unicorn’s editorial team have scoured the libraries and art galleries for
this extraordinary international collection of their favourite and most
inspirational quotes from the creative world, both contemporary and
historical. The wisdom on these pages will empower and encourage
you to tap into your creative self, and live your artistic life to the fullest.
Start each day with a powerful dose of wisdom and inspiration as
you are guided to take action, overcome blocks and fear, boost your
productivity, create success, reach out to others, claim your inner
strength, and make your creative dreams come true.
The book is designed using a different spot colour for each signature,
creating a highly colourful book.
Contents
Introduction • Life Struggle • Inspiration • Process • Discipline
Satisfaction • Journey • Failure • Success • Intention • Musings

— Maggi Hambling

Already available:
London Map of Days
978-1-910787-75-5
HB £20.00
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Disputed Earth

David Abrutat

Peter Doyle

Paperback with flaps
368 pp
Portrait |246 mm x 202 mm | 8 x 9.7 in
BIC Code: HBW, HBWN, JWKF
143,000 words
150+ colour and B&W images
RRP £25.00
Autumn 2018

Paperback
288 pp
Portrait | 235 x 170 mm | 6.7 x 9.25 in
BIC Code: HBWN, 3JJF
65,000 words
Maps/diagrams and photos throughout
978-1-910500-87-3
RRP £25.00
Available now

Rights available: All Languages
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Geology and Trench Warfare on
the Western Front 1914-18

The True Stories of the Reconnaissance
and Intelligence Missions behind D-Day

Operation OVERLORD, the opening up of an Allied second front by
the invasion of the Normandy beaches in June 1944 was the largest
military invasion of all time, but it was preceded by years of industrial
scale intelligence collection and dangerous clandestine reconnaissance
missions off the French coast.

The clay-with-flints (Argile à Silex) is a product of weathering of the limey chalk,
leaving a residue of clay minerals mixed with hard flints behind. The thickness of this
deposit is variable, ranging from less than a metre to up to 10 metres, and the other

Let me describe our dug-out: a window frame some three feet square in the
chalk in the side of the trench, a steep dark flight of steps, and one reaches
the outer tunnel…From this open little rooms about five feet square where
officers’ orderlies sleep; from this a lower tunnel of the same dimensions,
reached by a similar window and shorter flight of steps, and one comes to
our living room; a six by two shelf serves as a table, at which, if one is sitting
at it, no one can pass…on the shelf or table is an oil lamp, some bottles,
glasses, tinned milk, butter and jam, yesterday’s newspapers and all one’s
possessions that go for a trip into the line.265

Steel ‘elephant iron’ sections for use in dug outs; they formed the basis for cut and cover
constructions in many cases.

Mining
notes (1916)

Mining
notes (1917)

depth in
rE (1925)

depth in
irE (1927)

made earth
Soft soil
Hard soil
masonry
Concrete
(plain)
Concrete
(reinforced)
Clay
Gravel
Chalk
Hard rock

–
5.5m (18 ft)
2.7–3.7m (9–12ft)
–

–
6.5m (21ft)
5m (16.5ft)
–

10.7m (35ft)
–
–
–

–
6.7m (22ft)
5.2m (17ft)
2.1m (7ft)

–

–

–

1.5m(5ft)

–
–
–
2.7–3.7m (9–12ft)
–

–
–
–
4.6m (15ft)
–

–
9.1m (30ft)
7.6m (25ft)
7.6m (25ft)
4.6m (15ft)

1.0m (3.25ft)
–
–
4.6m (15ft)
–

Sources: mining Notes for 1916 and 1917, manuscripts in royal Engineers Library; royal
Engineers (1925), Chapter XIV; Institution of royal Engineers (1927, p.157).
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BrEaKING ThE SIEGE:
arTILLErY, MINING, GaS
aND TaNKS
All night long the bombardment had continued, but at 6.25 a.m. The final
intense bombardment started. Until 7.15 a.m. observation was practically
impossible owing to the eddies of mist, rising smoke, flashes of bursting shells,
and all one could see was the blurred outline of some miles of what appeared
to be volcanoes in eruption. At 7.20 a.m. rows of steel helmets and glitter of
bayonets were to be seen all along the front line.346
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Peter Doyle is a geologist and well known military historian
specialising in the impact of terrain on the outcome of battle,
particularly in the Great War, as well as the British experience of war.
He is Secretary of the All Party Parliamentary War Heritage Group
and visiting Professor at University College London. More details can
be found at www.peterdoylemilitaryhistory.com.

Three definite solutions were attempted – the first, artillery; the second, gas;
and the third, tanks – each of which is a definite answer to our problem if
the conditions are favourable for its use. Thus, at the Battle of the dunjec,
in the spring of 1915, the fire of mackensen’s massed artillery smashed the
russian front…At the Second Battle of ypres the German surprise attack
succeeded because the British and French possessed no antidote. At the
First Battle of Cambrai, the use of tanks on good firm ground proved an
overwhelming success…350
To this can be added a more ancient art, that of military mining, a centuries-old
siege tactic that was to have specific success at the Battle of messines in June 1917.
Significant to all of these is the value, importance and nature of ground.
Artillery was the first of the wonder weapons wielded against the opposing
trenches. Early war, it was really a question of deploying field guns firing over open
sights as an anti-personnel weapon. Highly mobile, these field pieces were brought
into battle by horse teams, just as they had always done. Though the terrain was
rough, it was as yet not cut up; and the heroic defence of the guns in retirement was
always something that would stir the public, just as it had at Colenso against the
Boers in 1899, when Victoria Crosses had been awarded for just that act. But with
the trenches firmly in place, there had to be much more to artillery than its use as
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British machine gunners wearing gas helmets; trench warfare was an extended siege, kept
in place by defensive weapons such as the Vickers machine gun; breaking it needed new
approaches, including gas.

Though there would be an attempt, in April 1915, to break out of the ypres
Salient, and an all-out assault on the French lines at Verdun in February 1916,
the line became set. And with the Germans holding a mostly defensive line –
their Western Front – from the Swiss Frontier to the North Sea, they had hopes
for a negotiated settlement in the west, while defeating the russians in the east.
For the Allies, there was no question of negotiation; facing the German linear
fortress meant the concept of ‘investment’: the German supply lines interrupted
at sea by the British blockade, the German trenches broken down by latter-day
‘siege engines’. Not that the Allies had it all their own way, as at times those siege
weapons were turned towards their lines. At all levels, innovation and competitive
advantage was the defining concept, underground, on land, and in the air.348
For men in those trenches there was a material truth, that ‘the defence was
so strong that each offensive action was brought to a standstill’.349 Breaking
these defensive lines meant the destruction of the opposing trenches – or more
specifically, the destruction of the men who manned them. Writing in 1920, tank
pioneer Col. J.F.C. Fuller identified three pivotal moments, and three modern
technologies deployed, when things hung in the balance ‘in the trenches’:

An understanding of terrain has been the mark of a great commander
from at least the time of Sun Tzu, and most campaigns can be
interpreted and understood from this standpoint. It is the Great War,
a war of trenches and dug-outs, of mines and mud, that epitomises
the struggles of commander and soldier alike in the prosecution of
battle against the obstacles set for them by terrain. This book, based
on twenty-five years of study, takes the geology of northern France
and Flanders and examines such issues as: What created Flanders
mud? How were the Germans able to dig deep dug-outs to resist the
British on the Somme? and, Why were the British successful at mine
warfare? These and other issues are dealt with in this volume illustrated
throughout with maps and photographs.

DISPUTED EARTH

DISPUTED EARTH

With the trench lines intact from late 1914, all the characteristics of a siege had set
in on the Western Front. At ypres, with the first offensive over by 22 November,
the British observed the trench lines being strengthened and improved: ‘for nearly
three weeks, the exhaustion of both sides, coupled with bad weather. Led to a lull
in operations…the enemy near ypres was quiescent and observed to be digging a
series of lines of defence, and to be erecting more and more wire.’347

drawing of the interior of a British shallow dugout.

The excavation of such large subterranean features was controlled by ground
conditions,266 and innovative methods were devised to deal with local geological
difficulties. In the ypres area, satisfactory deep shelters could be constructed at
depth in the clay. What was necessary here was the prevention of water pouring
from trench level down the steep incline necessary to allow entrance to the dugout. Here, sumps and pumps were necessary.267
other difficulties lurked beneath ground. For example, in the sand dune belt of
the Belgian Coast construction of underground chambers was hindered by ‘running’

145

144

soil type

DISPUTED EARTH

DISPUTED EARTH

cover/mined dugout depth, relative to soil type, to provide minimum
protection shell penetration by howitzer and mortar fire

He is currently an Associate Fellow and Lecturer on the MA Security
and Intelligence Studies in the Department of Economics and
International Studies at the University of Buckingham.
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In dry weather the limon readily returns to a condition of dust; in wet
weather it forms a mud unlimited in quantity and obstructiveness. But
as a material in which trenches and dug-outs can be excavated with the
minimum of labour it seems to have found some use.160

deep mined dug-outs were substantial underground excavations, and their construction became more sophisticated as the war progressed. Captain G.m. Brown of
the Suffolk regiment described a spacious example on the Somme in 1918:

The book pulls together previously unpublished but declassified Top
Secret documents, diaries, letters and personal accounts from some of
the few remaining veterans who were there.
David Abrutat is an ex-Royal Marine Commando and former
Reconnaissance specialist who has been long being fascinated with
the Second World War and the work of clandestine forces around the
world.

Geological cross section in the Newfoundland memorial Park, Beaumont Hamel, showing the
German defences and the situation of the British lines in the Limon. The German lines were
well drained and lay in the chalk; the British lines, subject to flooding in the winter. Location
of section B-B indicated on map on page 83.

other evidence of the Ice Age on the Somme is provided by the soil layers that
lie above the white chalk. Typically there are four separate layers: clay-with-flints,
loess, loam and alluvium, although not all will be present at any given location.
In many ways, it was these soils that would have the most effect on the trenchdwelling soldiers, as it was through them the soldiers dug, and it was within them
that the soldiers lived. Wind-blown loess caps the clay-with-flints and is in turn
covered by a clay-rich sand or loam. The loess and loam are often classified together

87
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DISPUTED EARTH

Geological map of the Beaumont Hamel–Thiepval ridge, and the valley of the Ancre.

on French maps as Limons de Plateaux – a fine covering on the upland areas, but
sometimes reach a thickness of up to 10 metres. It forms a cap to the hill-tops and
slopes, and helps to fill the valleys. It was the Limons that perhaps had the greatest
effect on the movement of men and materiel in the winter months.
Aubrey Strahan, director of the Geological Survey of Great Britain, commented
on this set of deposits in 1917, ‘this is the deposit with which our men are generally
in contact in trenches and dug-outs, and which is in evidence on the clothes of
those returning from the Front’. The contrary nature of the deposit, at one time
thick mud, at other, choking dust, did not escape Strahan’s notice, either.
DISPUTED EARTH

VANGUARD is the untold story of this work, the intelligence machine
and covert reconnaissance missions that went into the D-Day
planning, such as the signals intelligence intercepts, the agent running
operations orchestrated by the 15th Flotilla, to the clandestine work of
the X-Craft and COPP (Combined Operations Pilotage Parties) diver
teams that scoured the Normandy coast months before the June 1944
deadline.

Geology controls the outcome of battle and no more so than during
the trench warfare of the Great War; this new book by expert Peter
Doyle takes us through the details.

was greatly increased, up to a level of 12,000 gallons hourly.158 This really mattered
to an army that required large volumes of water to sustain its millions of men and
pack animals.
The chalk is mostly frost shattered in its upper part, because though Ice Age
glaciers did not reach this part, their influence was strongly felt. Here, during the
glacial interval, the ground was frozen as permafrost, then seasonally thawed, and
the growth of ice crystals in rock pores soon broke down the strength of the chalk.
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The Sound of Hunger

Hamel 4th July 1918

Dr Chris Heal

John Hughes-Wilson
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U-Boats, Politics, Chivalry, Lies
and Murder during the First World War

‘The Sound of Hunger’ is a true story that centres on two
German brothers and the First Word War. The Gerths’ lives and
careers as navy officers are set against the military and political
environment of their times. Carefully-nurtured myths of national
innocence are uncovered; discrediting truths and war crimes of
both the Allies and Germany are brought into the limelight.

The book takes its title from the thrust of the war, not in the
trenches, but in the deliberate attempts by both sides to starve
each other’s civilian populations. The damage to Germany’s
children was generational as food shortages were deliberately
extended by the Allies to force Germany to a debilitating peace.
The brothers dealt with that peace; they and their families took
sides. All paid painfully: one stripped off his Foreign Office career
by the Nazis and dying in poverty; the other watching the ruins
of his family home, flattened by British carpet bombing of a
demilitarised town.

The brothers were born in booming Berlin in the 1880s. Their
father died when the boys were young. A unknown guardian
angel saw the youngsters through one of Berlin’s most prestigious
grammar schools and paid their considerable fees as cadets. In
the burgeoning naval fleet, they were of the lowest social class
allowed into this elite new force. Their careers were unusual,
exciting, with remarkable contacts made: villains and heroes.
Both ended the war as u-boat commanders, one a French
prisoner of war for over two years. Major sea battles, daring
escape attempts, spying in South America, bombardment of the
English coast; Tirpitz, Canaris, Dönitz, the Red Baron, the Kaiser,
Hitler, the Pope-to-be, the Spanish royal family, and hundreds of
others fill the pages.

Chris Heal completed his PhD at Bristol University in 2012 when
he was sixty-five-years-old. His reconstruction of almost 500
years of the Avon regional felt hat industry was published locally,
received many awards, and was academically reviewed as ‘firstrate, well-written with immensely impressive scholarship’.
He has had a varied career from setting up a window cleaning
business to support himself at grammar school, digging ditches
for the M1 motorway, hitch-hiking the hippy trail to India in
1968, working for several years as a journalist and managing the
buy-out of the department of a large American corporation. He
lived and worked in Africa for five years and has also funded
and advised internet start-ups, and other small businesses. He
is a qualified scuba-diving instructor and currently lives in
Hampshire.

The Gerths’ personal decisions are interwoven with Germany’s
bid for world power, naval training, the founding of the Flanders
u-boat bases, the importance of the Baltic and the Mediterranean,
the economic blockade of Germany and its devastating effects
on European neutral countries, unfettered submarine warfare,
prison camps, Britain’s virulent propaganda designed to drag
America into the conflict, the German collapse, and the post-war
fight to the death between a new republic and Bolshevism.
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The Day America Entered
WW1 and Changed History

The Battle of Hamel is arguably, the most important battle of the First
World War yet it is still relatively unknown. It was turning point of the
Great War and saw American troops fighting alongside Australian troops
in their first taste of war on foreign soil, making the reputation of the man
who led the troops, General Monash of the Australian Army.
In the summer of 1918 the war was in the balance but the battle plan was
beautifully conceived and executed, and without the Allies’ victory, Amiens
would not have been possible.
It is special for three reasons, firstly it lasted only ninety minutes with very
few casualties. Secondly it was the battle that set up the troops for Amiens
after which the Germans were rolled back to Berlin. Finally and most
importantly it is the first time American troops fought on foreign soil and
really entered international politics.
Formerly on the course at Sandhurst it has now been replaced by more
modern examples but Hamel is still the perfect battle a century on, superbly
prepared. When most battles are fought the original plans go out of the
window, not so with Hamel.
John Hughes Wilson was a serving officer in the British Army for thirty five
years, for the majority of the time serving in the Intelligence Corps where
he ended up commanding British Intelligence in SHAPE in Brussels. Since
retirement he has written seven books of non fiction and eight novels.
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